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We investigate the effect of a thin alumina coating of nanocrystalline TiO2 films on recombination
dynamics of dye-sensitized solar cells. Both coated and uncoated cells were measured by a
combination of techniques: transient absorption spectroscopy, electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy, and open-circuit voltage decay. It is found that the alumina barrier reduces the
recombination of photoinjected electrons to both dye cations and the oxidized redox couple. It is
proposed that this observed retardation can be attributed primarily to two effects: almost complete
passivation of surface trap states in TiO2 that are able to inject electrons to acceptor species, and
slowing down by a factor of 3–4 the rate of interfacial charge transfer from conduction-band
states. ©2004 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1812588]

INTRODUCTION

New concepts for photovoltaic energy conversion are in-
creasingly focusing at the intersection between organic and
inorganic materials. Such devices are based upon nanometer-
scale interpenetrating networks of electron and hole trans-
porting materials1–3 rather than employing the long diffusion
length, high-purity crystals, as used in conventional silicon
solar cells. Dye-sensitized solar cells(DSSCs) are so far the
most efficient devices based on this concept. DSSCs base
their ability to convert photon energy to electricity on fast
conversion of photogenerated excitons to energetic charge
carriers spatially separated in distinct nanoscale domains or
phases. The energy associated with photoexcitation of the
sensitizer dye is employed to inject electrons into the con-
duction band of nanocrystalline TiO2 and the holes into the
redox electrolyte, generally theI−/ I3

− redox couple in an or-
ganic solvent. Under illumination, the Fermi level of elec-
trons in the TiO2 is raised4 relative to the chemical potential
of the redox couple in the electrolyte, resulting in a large
thermodynamic driving force(ca. 0.8 eV) for electron trans-
fer from the TiO2 to the redox couple. Slow kinetics for this
charge recombination process are therefore essential to allow
the charge carriers enough time to be collected into their
respective contacts.5

Recently, the concept of a “kinetic barrier” for interfacial
charge recombination processes in DSSCs has been further
demonstrated by the use of ultrathinsø1 nmd conformal alu-
mina sAl2O3d layers depositedin situ onto the surface on the
nanocrystalline metal oxide films, leading to a significant

increase in DSSC energy conversion efficiencies, as reported
by several groups.6–12 Palomareset al.11 investigated the
electron recombination process at the interface between TiO2

and the oxidized dye, and have shown slow kinetics for the
electron transfer process when the TiO2 nanocrystalline par-
ticles were coated with Al2O3. However, direct evidence for
slow recombination kinetics between the electrons in the
TiO2 and the oxidized species in the electrolytesI3

−d were not
addressed. Due to the strong interest in this approach,12,13we
decided to investigate further the origin of the efficiency im-
provement induced by the Al2O3 coating. Our study com-
bines the interpretation of several experimental techniques
which address the charge-transfer processes between elec-
trons in the TiO2 and either the oxidized dye or the oxidized
speciessI3

−d in the electrolyte. First, micro-millisecond tran-
sient absorption spectroscopy is employed to give detailed
information on interfacial electron transfer kinetics at the
dye-sensitized photoelectrode as a function of the applied
potential in the absence of theI3

−/ I− redox couple, as dis-
cussed previously.11 In this study we complement this tech-
nique with studies of complete DSSCs employing both elec-
trochemical impedance spectroscopy(EIS), a technique that
has been applied to nanostructured semiconductor
electrodes,14–16 and the more recently developed17 open-
circuit voltage decay(OCVD) analysis. The OCVD analysis
consists of interrupting a steady-state illumination of devices
at open circuit and monitoring the subsequent decay of pho-
tovoltage(PV), Voc. These complementary techniques allow
us to report measurements of electron lifetimes by indepen-
dent methodologies, providing macroscopic parameters ata)Electronic mail: bisquert@uji.es
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different steady states in the operation conditions of the
DSSC.

The modulation of voltage imposed by the external
source in the EIS technique induces a variation of the Fermi
level of the nanocrystalline TiO2 electrode. This has two ef-
fects: (i) it changes the occupancy of electronic states of
electrode and(ii ) it promotes a recombination current across
the interface. In the EIS experiment, effect(i) corresponds to
the chemical capacitanceCm, as discussed in previous
works,18,19 and (ii ) corresponds to a charge-transfer(recom-
bination) resistanceRct. The product of these quantities de-
fines a time constant,tn=RctCm, which corresponds to the
observed electron lifetime. However, this lifetime contains
components that may be associated both with interfacial
charge recombination dynamics and also with the internal
steps of charge reorganization in the semiconductor energy
levels (conduction-band and band-gap states). Therefore,tn

=RctCm as determined from the EIS data relates more prop-
erly to theresponse timethat has the general meaning of the
characteristic time for the decay following a small
perturbation.18,20 In contrast, in the open-circuit voltage de-
cay measurements, the photovoltage decays without an ex-
ternal influence, and the response time is obtained by the
reciprocal of the derivative of the decay curve normalized by
the thermal voltage,

tn = −
kBT

e
SdVoc

dt
D−1

. s1d

This technique has the advantage of providing detailed reso-
lution of the electron lifetime over a wide range of variation
of the Fermi level17 and provides an alternative measurement
of the electron lifetime complementary to EIS.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

The DSSCs were prepared employing both uncoated
sTiO2d and coatedsTiO2/Al2O3d nanocrystalline films(film
thickness is 4mm) on TEC15 SnO2:F glass and the sensi-
tizer dye Rusdcbpyd2sNCSd2, as reported previously.11 The
electrolyte comprised 0.6-M tetrabutyl ammonium iodide,
0.1-M LiI, 0.1-M I2, and 0.5-M 4-tert-butyl pyridine in an-
hydrous acetonitrile. All the DSSCs used had a 0.9-cm2 geo-
metric area.

The transient absorption experiments have been de-
scribed elsewhere, employing sensitized electrodes im-
mersed in a redox inactive electrolyte in a three-electrode
photoelectrochemical cell.11 In the impedance measurements,
the DSSCs were illuminated with a 150-W Xe Lamp(Oriel
Instruments). An ultraviolet (UV) filter was used to decrease
the UV component from the light beam. Several light ab-
sorber filters were used as well to get the desired light inten-
sity. Light intensity was measured with a quantum photo
radiometer(Delta Ohm HD 9021). The open-circuit voltage
decay measurements for TiO2/Al2O3 and TiO2 solar cells
were performed by monitoring the photovoltage decay fol-
lowing interruption of the stationary illumination in the same
conditions as EIS. The decays were recorded using an Eco-
chemie potentiostat equipped with a short interval sampling
module. Typically the measurement interval was 10–50 ms.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The transient absorption measurements illustrated in Fig.
1 monitor the reduction of dye cations generated by pulsed
laser excitation of the dye-sensitized film in a three-electrode
photoelectrochemical cell. The bias potential controls the
electrode Fermi level relative to the reference electrode and
thereby the average number of electrons present in the semi-
conductor. The decays for the uncoated TiO2 electrode, Fig.
1(a), show that application of a negative bias considerably
accelerates the kinetics of dye cation rereduction.21,22 It was
found that the bias dependence of half decay times is consis-
tent with an exponential distribution of traps in TiO2.

22,23

Figure 1(b) shows that the accelerating effect of the negative
bias is almost completely suppressed by the Al2O3 barrier
coating. In the limit of positive applied potential, corre-
sponding to conditions where the electron density in the film
is dominated by electrons injected by the laser pulse, the
recombination half-time for the coated film is longer than for
the uncoated film, indicating that the Al2O3 provides a ki-
netic barrier to charge recombination to dye cations, as we
have discussed previously.11

We have previously found that retardation of the recom-
bination dynamics is most effective with barrier coating with
high points of zero charge(basic coatings) and correlated
this suppression with shifts in the conduction/trap density of
states (DOS) attributed to the acid/base nature of the
coating.11 However, we note that this argument is not suffi-
cient to explain quantitatively the almost complete suppres-
sion of the bias dependence shown in Fig. 1(b). Chrono-
amperometric studies of electron density indicate that over
this bias range the electron density in the Al2O3-coated film
still increases by two orders of magnitude.11 We can there-
fore conclude that for the Al2O3-coated films, the kinetics of
recombination are practically independent of the number of
electrons fixed in the TiO2 by the bias potential. This con-
clusion suggests that the recombination kinetics for the
Al2O3-coated films are strongly controlled by interfacial
charge-transfer dynamics rather than electron trapping/
detrapping dynamics within the TiO2 electrode. The release

FIG. 1. Transient absorption data monitoring the photoinduced absorption
of the dye cation following optical excitation of the dye RyL2sNCSd2 ad-
sorbed on nanocrystalline TiO2 films without (a) and with (b) Al2O3 over-
layer coating, at different bias potentials shown in Volts V.
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times for the trapped electrons in the TiO2 depends exponen-
tially on the energy difference between the highest-filled
electron trap and the conduction-band edge. We have previ-
ously shown that such detrapping dynamics play a key role
in determining the recombination dynamics of dye-sensitized
TiO2 films in the absence of Al2O3 coatings,21–23resulting in,
for example, the strong bias dependence of the recombina-
tion dynamics observed for the uncoated film in Fig. 1(a).
The absence of any significant bias dependence for the re-
combination dynamics of the coated film suggests that such
detrapping dynamics do not significantly influence the re-
combination dynamics of the coated film, but rather that in-
terfacial kinetics are much slower and govern the transient
response. In general, interfacial charge transfer may occur
through a distribution of trap/surface states,24 but in this case
one expects the kinetics to be strongly bias dependent be-
cause at higher values of stationary Fermi level, an increas-
ing number of trap/surface states are occupied with electrons
and participate in the charge transfer. This is identified in
Ref. 23 as the main reason for the dependence of recombi-
nation kinetics upon negative bias. In addition, assuming that
the charge transfer to the oxidized dye is isoenergetic, as
demonstrated recently forI3

− acceptor,25 it is important to
consider the match of trap/surface states in the semiconduc-
tor with the fluctuating states of the oxidized dye(Gaussian
distribution of half widthl),26 especially taking into account
the rather large reorganization energiesl<0.8–1.2 eV that
have been reported for the oxidized dyes in DSSC.27 Thus
one can understand the behavior observed in Fig. 1(a) as an
increasing rate of recombination due to the increase with the
negative bias of both density of occupied trap/surface states
and available number of acceptor energy levels. In contrast,
these effects are completely absent for the alumina-coated
TiO2 in Fig. 1(b). The suggested explanation of the different
behaviors is shown in Scheme 1. We suggest that the results
of Fig. 1 indicate that the alumina covering produces a strong
suppression of the kinetic effect of charge transfer from sur-
face trap states in the TiO2 particles, as we will discuss in
more detail below.

Of particular relevance to the above discussion, Dittrich
et al.28 have recently demonstrated that the deposition of
ultrathin alumina layers produces a strong passivation of sur-
face states of TiO2 films. This study employed transient PV
spectroscopy to show that the PV signal increases already at
photon energies above 1 eV for the uncoated TiO2, indicat-
ing strong absorption at defect states, while the TiO2/Al2O3

films show PV signal only above 3.1 eV, the band-gap of

TiO2. The authors suggested that the ultrathin alumina layer
prevented the formation of defects by stabilizing the chemi-
cal potential of oxygen at the TiO2 surface,28 in good agree-
ment with our hypothesis detailed above.

SCHEME 1. Schematics of the steps involved in the reduction of oxidized
dye molecules by electron transfer from TiO2 semiconductor nanoparticles
for (a) bare and(b) ultrathin alumina-coated TiO2. sEF0d shows the position
of the Fermi level in the dark, which is equilibrated with the redox potential
sEredox D+d of the oxidized dye.sEFnd is the quasi-Fermi level of electrons
under a negative bias potential andEC is the conduction-band energy. The
shaded region indicates the band gap states that are occupied with electrons.
The following steps are indicated:(A) thermal release from an exponential
distribution of band-gap localized states;(B) electron transport through ex-
tended states;(C) electron transfer through conduction band to the fluctuat-
ing energy levels of oxidized dyeD+ in solution, which form a distribution
with an effective Gaussian DOS, indicated in the right, with half widthl,
the reorganization energy;(D) charge transfer from occupied surface states
to the acceptor states at the same energy level. In(b), it is indicated that the
alumina coating passivates the band-gap states close to the particle surface,
leaving the transfer from conduction band(C) as the only transfer mecha-
nism.

Figure 2 shows the characteristic electrochemical imped-
ance spectra for DSSC, consisting of two semicircles. The
one at high frequencies is attributed to the counter electrode
charge transfer,16 and the larger one at low-frequencies is
attributed to electron accumulation and recombination pro-
cesses in the nanocrystalline film. The steady state was fixed
by imposing zero current at a given illumination intensity of
the solar cell. In practice, the cell is set at an open-circuit
condition by this procedure. The low frequency semicircle
was fitted to a charge-transfer resistanceRct in parallel with
the chemical capacitanceCm and both of them in series with
a resistanceRs. The resulting parameters for both different
devices are shown in Fig. 3.

The lifetime (response time), tn=RctCm, determined

FIG. 2. Impedance spectra of illuminated dye-sensitized solar cells of
Al2O3-coated nanocrystalline TiO2 at different steady states under galvano-
static(open circuit) conditions. Illumination at 0.1 sunssd and 0.05 sunsPd
(Xe lamp). Frequency values are indicated in s−1.
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from the EIS data shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) is shown in
Fig. 3(d) for TiO2 and TiO2/Al2O3. The TiO2/Al2O3 curve
shows a relative increase of the lifetime by about one order
of magnitude when compared with TiO2. As mentioned
above, the response time describes not only the transfer ki-
netics but also the reorganization of electrons by diffusion in
energyspace in the internal energy levels of the semiconduc-
tor particles.18 However, this effect influences the response
time only throughCm, while Rct relates exclusively to the
interfacial charge-transfer events. The lifetime data deter-
mined from the EIS data, as shown in Fig. 3(d), are restricted
to high photovoltages and are therefore most likely describ-
ing the conditions in which the mechanism of charge transfer

determiningRct is the direct transfer from the TiO2 conduc-
tion band. The approximately exponential dependence of the
lifetime on the Fermi level seen in the impedance results of
Fig. 1(d) can be interpreted as a result of trapping and release
of electrons between the internal traps and the conduction
band. This model17,18 indeed predicts an exact exponential
dependence. A key point is that the relative increase of the
lifetime observed in Fig. 3(d) for the Al2O3-coated cell is
partially associated to the increase of the charge-transfer re-
sistance for the coated electrode, as shown in Fig. 3(b). In
addition, the lifetime increase in the coated cell is also partly
due to the increase of the capacitance that is observed in Fig.
3(c). This is in contrast to the previous result11 where a small
decrease of electron accumulation for alumina-coated films
was obtained by chronoamperometry for unsensitized films
in the dark. This different behavior may be attributed to the
different experimental conditions, as the previous results
were obtained recording the fast charging component of po-
tential steps while here we report the quasiequilibrium ca-
pacitance at low frequencies. In the present context, it is
important to remark that the charge-transfer resistance in-
creases even in the presence of larger electron density asso-
ciated to the increase of capacitance. Hence the combination
of both effects of the coating layer, larger extent of electron
accumulation, and decreased charge transfer to acceptors im-
pacts positively on the solar cell efficiency. In conclusion the
resistance and lifetime results of Fig. 3 indicate that the coat-
ing produces a reduction of the interfacial charge-transfer
kinetics to the redox couple via the conduction-band mecha-
nism.

It is important also to probe the region of lower Fermi
levels, as here the charge transfer should be predominantly
dominated by the trap/surface states in the band gap of TiO2.
As mentioned, the impedance technique could not provide
information on this region. We therefore turn now to consid-
eration of the results of open-circuit voltage decay
technique,17 which is able to monitor the kinetics of recom-
bination in a DSSC in the domain of low photovoltages. The
electron lifetime determined by this OCVD technique,
shown in Fig. 3(d) as solid lines, shows an excellent agree-
ment of the lifetime determined independently by EIS in the
high potential domain where they overlap. While the agree-
ment was conjectured previously,17 it is nonetheless remark-
able because the two techniques utilize quite different meth-
ods. The model17 published for describing OCVD predicts an
exponential dependence of the lifetime, i.e., a linear shape in
the log/linear plot shown in Fig. 3(d). This model assumes
trapping and release of electrons, and interfacial charge
transfer proceeds only through the conduction band and
should apply correctly in the region where the Fermi level is
relatively close to the conduction band. These additional
measurements reinforce the conclusion obtained above by
the EIS data that the alumina barrier reduces by a factor<3
the rate of charge recombination from the TiO2 conduction
band to the oxidized electrolyte. It is apparent, however, that
for the uncoated film, the OCVD lifetime plotted in Fig. 3(d)
deviates significantly from an exponential dependence upon
device voltage at low potentials. We present elsewhere a de-
tailed analysis of such behavior,29 which attributes this

FIG. 3. Parameters resulting from electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
measurements of illuminated nanocrystalline dye-sensitized solar cells with
uncoated TiO2 and Al2O3-coated TiO2 at varying steady states under gal-
vanostatic(zero current, open circuit) conditions.(a) open-circuit potential
with respect to illumination intensity of Xe lamp in suns,(b) charge-transfer
resistanceRct, (c) film (chemical) capacitanceCm, and (d) (data points)
response times,tn=1/RctCm determined from the EIS data. Also shown in
(d) (bold lines) are response times determined by open-circuit photovoltage
decays for the uncoated and coated DSSCs.
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curved region at lower values of potential to interfacial
charge transfer from electrode surface states to the distrib-
uted energy levels of the acceptor species. In contrast to the
uncoated film, for the TiO2/Al2O3 electrode, the OCVD line
is almost straight with a slight curvature only below −0.5 V,
implying that the transfer through conduction band is domi-
nant up to very low values of the Fermi level in the TiO2

film. These results provide further evidence that the charge
transfer from surface states has been strongly suppressed by
the alumina coating, in agreement with the preceding conclu-
sions by other techniques. We emphasize that the OCVD
results relate to a DSSC in operating conditions(at open
circuit), so that they provide a direct indication of the factors
governing the higher efficiency of the solar cell obtained
with the ultrathin barrier alumina coating.

CONCLUSIONS

Several techniques have been used to probe the kinetic
effect of ultrathin alumina coating in DSSC. It is found that
the barrier reduces the recombination of photoinjected elec-
trons to both dye cations and the oxidized redox couple. It is
proposed that this observed retardation can be attributed to
primarily two effects: passivating almost completely surface
trap states in TiO2 that are able to inject electrons to acceptor
species and slowing down by a factor of 3–4 the rate of
interfacial charge transfer from conduction-band states.
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